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From Covid, to weather events, to inflation, to the markets, the past year was painful

on many fronts even for those who thought they were protecting themselves. It

seems that no matter what precautions were taken to remain "safe," these efforts

were often ineffectual at best. Woe was the quadruple vaxxed person who came
down with Covid anyway as well to the investor who, to combat inflation, loaded up

on inflation-protected government bonds (TIPs, which were down double-digits), the

best laid plans last year often were not enough. This was a year many people want

to forget.

Indeed, the past year was unlike anything many investors had ever

experienced. Inflation hit a forty-year year high and bonds returned an all-time low,

providing no support to offset the 18% decline in stocks (S&P 500 Index). As a result,

the traditional 60/40 mix (S&P 500/Barclays Aggregate Index) turned in its worst
performance since 2008 at -15%, a result that most moderate risk investors find,

well, not so moderate.

Investors did see a reprieve in the fourth quarter with global stocks positing a solid

9% gain and the bond market up nearly 2%. At the end of November, the DOW

technically exited “bear market” territory having increased 20% off its bear-market

low which was seen on April 21, 2022. In hindsight this looks like it was a bear-
market bounce as it was followed by further declines in December. Furthermore, this

positive return was largely due to “value” stocks - those of companies that tend to

hold up during economic weakness, pay a dividend, and are selling at less lofty levels,

versus their“growth” stock peers.

Large value stocks (such as financials, industrials, energy and materials) were up 12%
in the fourth quarter versus a mere 1% for growth2 (which holds share of companies
such as Tesla, Apple, Amazon, and Meta) bringing the 2022 return differential
between the two styles to a whopping 22%, a level not seen since 2001 when the
tech bubble burst. In addition, the foreign component (MSCI ACWI ex-US) of “global”
which represent approximately 40% of the global stock pie, outpaced the US slice
(S&P 500) by nearly 7% over the last quarter which brought foreign stocks in general
to outperform (which is to say not fall as much as) the S&P 500 Index for the full
year.
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Value crushes Growth

We're happy to say "adieu"

To the year of twenty-two

It brought many extremes

And never-ending vaccines!
Let’s welcome a new milieu!

Q4 brought an end to the bear
To investors who were gasping for air

What lies ahead
Could depend on the Fed

Or we all could just kneel in prayer!

The catalyst for the temporary turn upward was a lower than anticipated inflation
read which brought hope that the Fed would "pivot" from their planned rate hikes to
a less aggressive path. Alas, to the chagrin of the market, the Fed then made it clear
that their fight against inflation would not abate which drove stocks and bonds lower
once again.



We continue to assess, and reassess, portfolio strategies given the forever changing
market landscape, which, during this past year has seen tectonic shifts. While
several our portfolio decisions have been definite positives over the past year
including shorter maturity bond stance, distinct value bias, and inclusion of
alternatives, our most recent adjustments of shifting a portion from foreign to US
and from alternatives to bonds have yet to add value over the short time since
implemented. We are re-evaluating the allocation to foreign now that China is re-
opening which could lead to rapid growth overseas given the pent-up demand of
the three-year economic shutdown, yet, as stated previously, could also lead to
persistent inflation thus further policy tightening by central bank which could hurt
investors.

Throughout our decision-making process, as always, we keep each client's risk
tolerance top of mind, which is a reminder to please contact your DWD advisor
should anything in your financial life change that might affect your tolerance for
portfolio volatility.

Policy tightening around the globe has shifted the catalysts that have driven
markets for more than a decade, ushering in a new era of investing1. Not only are
bonds offering more attractive yields north of 4%, stock prices are now trading in
line with their 25-year historical average relative to earnings whereas at the
beginning of the year they were trading at a 27% premium. This is NOT to say
that prices cannot continue to fall, but it is to say that much of the pain could be
behind us.

However, uncertainties do remain. Inflation could prove more stubborn than
originally anticipated as China has loosened their draconian Covid restrictions and
the prospect of the Chinese economy reopening could keep global inflation high.
If inflation does persist, central bankers are less likely to pause their tightening
policies, thus rates could move higher and stay high for longer, further hurting
prices of both stocks and bonds (remember bond prices move in opposite
direction of rates). Furthermore, the war in Ukraine is certainly a variable that
could blow up any short term economic and market predictions and render the
Fed’s efforts-to-date as moot. And there is always the possible resurgence of
Covid, however the likelihood that the populace would tolerate any shutdown is
remote.

In addition, the question of recession continues to weigh on the minds of
investors. We think there is a high likelihood of a mild recession this year and
that it could stick around for a while. But we also know that the stock market
tends to bottom and turn upward before the economy does as the stock market is
a forward-looking indicator. This reminds us of the value of staying invested
through trying times as the bottom is difficult to time and missing the turn
upward could more than offset any benefit from missing the downturns.

To reflect this significant repricing, we are increasing the long-term expected
returns of stocks and bonds in our planning models as we believe going forward
investors will once again be rewarded for taking on more risk, i.e. exposing their
portfolio to more volatility.

History also supports the prospects for better returns in "23. The chart below
shows how often the annual return of the S&P 500 Index posted a positive or
negative return compared the year previous going back to 1928 only 9% of
calendar years, that are negative following a negative returning year.

Markets are now better positioned
Higher returns investors envision

Let’s ring in some cheer
It's now a new year!

We're expecting an improved condition!

1  JPMorgan Asset Management: Eye on the Market outlook 2023
2 https://awealthofcommonsense.com/2022/12/how-often-is-the-market-down-in-consecutive-years/

While the landscape remains in motion
Your goals remain our devotion
We’ll make some adjustments

In form but not substance
So you don’t have to take ibuprofen!55%
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Market Performance thru 12/31/2022
% Return 

The Better Performing Areas in Q4

• Value stocks – stocks that are selling at a low relative price, pay a dividend and generate predictable earnings trounced their growth style counterparts

• Foreign stocks– the dollar weakened off its peak and investors looked abroad for more cheaply priced return opportunities

The Weaker Performing Areas in Q4

• Growth stocks – the devaluation of richly priced stocks caused by higher interest rates as well as a slowing of revenue growth led investors to broadly sell
from those with distant earnings potential and challenged sales

• Bonds – as the chance of recession grew, longer dated bond yields fell thus modestly increasing their prices (yields and prices move in opposite directions)

• Alternatives - the portfolio’s alternatives allocation posted fractionally positive returns over Q4, trailing most other allocations

• Cash - while providing ballast to a portfolio and an attractive 3%+ annualized yield, cash returns in Q4 trailed returns of most other asset classes

Index (as of 12/31/2022)
4th Qtr
% Ret

Year to Date
% Ret

1 Year 
% Ret

3 Years Avg
Annl % Ret

5 Years Avg
Annl % Ret

10 Years Avg
Annl % Ret

20 Years Avg
Annl % Ret

Bloomberg Commodity (Commodity Futures) 2.22 16.09 16.09 12.65 6.44 -1.28 1.37

Bloomberg Multiverse (Global/High Yield Bonds) 4.70 -16.01 -16.01 -4.38 -1.57 -0.28 2.90

Bloomberg US Agg Bond (US High Quality Bonds) 1.87 -13.01 -13.01 -2.71 0.02 1.06 3.10

IQ Hedge Multi-Strategy Tracker ETF (Alternatives) 4.30 -8.46 -8.46 -1.28 0.22 1.32 NA

FTSE EPRA Nareit Developed (Real Estate) 6.85 -25.09 -25.09 -4.93 -0.23 2.99 NA

MSCI ACWI Ex USA (Foreign Stocks) 14.28 -16.00 -16.00 0.07 0.88 3.80 6.73

MSCI EAFE (Europe Asia Far East Stocks) 17.34 -14.45 -14.45 0.87 1.54 4.67 6.43

MSCI EAFE Small Cap (Small EAFE) 15.79 -21.39 -21.39 -0.93 -0.05 6.21 9.03

MSCI EM (Emerging Markets) 9.70 -20.09 -20.09 -2.69 -1.40 1.44 8.72

Russell 1000 Growth (Large US Growth Stocks) 2.20 -29.14 -29.14 7.79 10.96 14.10 10.76

Russell 1000 Value (Large US Value Stocks) 12.42 -7.54 -7.54 5.96 6.67 10.29 8.83

Russell 2000 Growth (Small US Growth Stocks) 4.13 -26.36 -26.36 0.65 3.51 9.20 9.50

Russell 2000 (Small US Stocks) 6.23 -20.44 -20.44 3.10 4.13 9.01 9.36

Russell 2000 Value (Small US Value Stocks) 8.42 -14.48 -14.48 4.70 4.13 8.48 8.99

DJ US TSM Mid Cap (Mid Cap US Stocks) 9.00 -17.13 -17.13 4.48 5.85 10.59 10.77

S&P 500 (Large Cap US Stocks) 7.56 -18.11 -18.11 7.66 9.42 12.56 9.80

USEAS Stat US T-Bill 90 Day (Cash) 0.66 1.01 1.02 0.60 1.14 0.68 1.19



Investment advisory services offered through DWD Portfolio Solutions Inc. an SEC Registered Investment Adviser. The information contained is derived from sources believed to be accurate. However, we do not guarantee its 
accuracy. The information contained is for educational purposes only and it is not intended to cover all aspects of a particular matter. Neither the information presented, nor any opinion expressed constitutes a representation 

by us or a solicitation of the purchase or sale of any securities. The information provided is not written or intended as tax or legal advice. Investments are not FDIC-insured, nor are they deposits of or guaranteed by a bank or 

any other entity, so they may lose value.

The Bloomberg US Agg and Multiverse indices are regis tered service marks of Bloomberg Finance LP; the S&P 500 Index is a regis tered trademark of the McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.; the
Russell 1000, Russell 1000 Value, Russell 1000 Growth, Russell 2000, Russell 2000 Value, and Russell 2000 Growth indices are regis tered trademarks of the Frank Russell Company; the MSCI
EAFE) and MSCI Emerging Markets indices are registered trademarks of Morgan Stanley Capital International Inc.; the Bloomberg Commodity Index is a service mark of Bloomberg Finance
L.P. and its affiliates; the Credit Suisse Liquid Alternative index is a trademark of Credi t Suisse Group AG. The DJ US TSM Mid Cap Index is a service mark of Dow Jones & Company, Inc.; the

S&P 500 TR Index is a trademark of Standard and Poor's Inc.




